Abstract
Introduction
Acquiring and consolidating software requirements from different stakeholders is a time-consuming and costly process. If this process is managed poorly, the specifications have to be reworked repeatedly or the runtime system has to be extensively modified. In viewpoint-based requirements engineering, an emphasis is placed on capturing separate descriptions of the viewpoints of different stakeholders, and on identifying and resolving conflicts between them (e.g. [7, 11, 22] ). In their survey of viewpoints-based approaches, Darke & Shanks [3] note that "If different perceptions of the same problem domain can exist, then it may not always be possible, or desirable, to develop a single integrated viewpoint [that] attempts to satisfy the needs of all stakeholders". In this paper we set out to test the extent to which it is necessary to maintain multiple conflicting viewpoints during requirements modelling.
Viewpoints have been widely used in requirements engineering for a number of different reasons. Primarily, the motivation has been the observation that different stakeholders will have different views and perceptions of the problem domain. However, viewpoints have also been used to characterize entities in a system's environment [15] , to characterize different classes of users [27] , to distinguish between stakeholder terminologies [28] , and to partition the requirements process into loosely coupled workpieces [23] .
A key advantage to the use of viewpoints is that inconsistencies between viewpoints can be tolerated [8] . Toleration of inconsistent viewpoints is beneficial for three different aspects of requirements engineering:
1. Stakeholder buy-in and traceability. By capturing separately different stakeholder viewpoints during elicitation, stakeholders can identify their contributions, and requirements can be traced back to a source.
2. Structuring the process. By permitting parallel development of separate 'workpieces', with no hard constraint on consistency between them, the analysis and specification process can be distributed amongst a team of developers.
3. Structuring the descriptions. Richer requirements models can be obtained by separating out different concerns, employing multiple problem structures, and delaying resolution of conflicts.
However, toleration of inconsistency comes with a price. Reasoning about inconsistent requirements models is computationally expensive. Most existing requirements modelling and verification approaches assume a consistent model, and provide little or no support for managing inconsistencies. If inconsistency is to be tolerated during modelling and analysis, then multiple world reasoning is needed. Such reasoning must be able to identify inconsistencies, sort the model into consistent worlds 1 , and compare and evaluate inferences from the alternative worlds. Computationally this is NP-hard 2 . Even so, practical systems can be built to do reasoning over inconsistent theories for reasonable sized problems. We have explored two general approaches for this, namely labelled paraconsistent logics [13] and graph-based abduction [18] .
So, on the one hand, it is clear that multiple viewpoints play an important role in requirements elicitation. On the other hand, it is reasonable to assume that eventually a consistent specification will be needed as the basis for design and implementation. At what point should we attempt to combine the multiple viewpoints into a single consistent model? In the past we have argued that the maintenance of inconsistent viewpoints during requirements modelling is important, as the inconsistencies indicate areas of uncertainty, where more stakeholder input is needed [9, 11] . We have even argued that it is possible to leave some inconsistencies unresolved in baselined specifications, when the cost of removal is greater than the risk of misinterpretation 3 . However, the trade-off between these advantages and the computational complexity during analysis has not been investigated.
In this paper, we describe an initial experiment in which we tested the utility of multiple worlds reasoning for requirements modelling. Broadly speaking, the requirements process can be seen as a collection of activities including: (a) eliciting goals from (multiple) stakeholders; (b) building domain models that explain and support the goals; (c) using these models to reason about satisfaction of, and interaction between, the goals; (d) validating the goals and models with stakeholders; (e) iterating all of these activities. Different requirements engineering methods instantiate this process in different ways, such that the activities are ordered in different ways, supported by different kinds of modelling formalisms. Our experiments with multiple worlds reasoning refer only to computational support for activity (c). Specif- 1 We distinguish between viewpoints, which represent individual stakeholders' contributions, and worlds, which are used during reasoning to sort the knowledge into consistent subsets. If several viewpoints are consistent, they can be represented in a single world. If a set of viewpoints contains inconsistencies, we could sort their contents into a minimal number of consistent worlds, such that there need not be any direct correspondence between a viewpoint and a world. Viewpoints are used to preserve traceability to stakeholders' contributions, while worlds are used purely to facilitate reasoning. 2 Take a set of propositional clauses, C and an algorithm A that generates the maximal consistent subsets of C. If A returns C then C is consistent (and therefore satisfiable). Hence A is a solution to SAT, an NP-complete problem. 3 We observed a simple example in the Shuttle Flight Software Specifications, where an input variable was referred to as taking values true and false at one point, and on and off at another. Because the programming language accepts either as synonyms, and the cost of correcting the specifications was large, the inconsistency was ignored.
ically, we are exploring how automated reasoning can help us to evaluate different models:
1. Which models provide best coverage of a set of goals?
2. Which models provide fairest coverage of different stakeholders' goals?
3. Which models provide best coverage of sets of conflicting goals?
4. Which models obtain the highest score in covering a set of weighted goals?
5. Which models obtain the highest score for covering a set of goals when weights are added to model properties (e.g. size, complexity, readability, etc)
The experiment described in this paper addresses the first of these questions. The experimental results were surprising: for the domain studied, multiple worlds provide little or no extra coverage of the goalset than a single world.
The framework we use in this paper for exploring multiple worlds reasoning is graph-based abduction. Informally, abduction is the inference to the best explanation [24] . More precisely, abduction makes assumptions in order to complete some inference. Mutually exclusive assumptions are managed in separate worlds [19] . That is, given a theory containing contradictions, abduction sorts those contradictions into consistent portions. In this case, the theory is the union of the viewpoints of different stakeholders. Queries can be written to assess the different worlds. Abduction allows us to examine the trade-offs between different worlds.
The paper is structured as follows. We first briefly explain our abductive framework, together with the graphical notation we use, and show how this framework handles conflicting viewpoints during requirements modelling. We then describe an experiment in which we mutated an initial viewpoint to obtain a range of conflicting viewpoints, and then measured the utility of the multiple viewpoints in explaining our dataset. In requirements terms, this is the equivalent to testing whether multiple world reasoning is useful in domain modelling in order to capture all of the desired behaviors. The experiment will show that, at least in the domain studied, there is little benefit in using multiple world reasoning. We discuss the implications of this result for viewpoint-based requirements engineering, and propose some follow-up studies.
Abduction approach
This section offers an example of requirements engineering using abduction. The example is loosely based on the softgoal and goal-based requirements engineering approaches [20, 21] . Colin, our requirements engineer, has interviewed two software managers, Dr. Thick and Dr. Thin, to create the viewpoints of figure 1. These viewpoints are recorded using the QCM notation [19] . Squares denote and-nodes: i.e. conjunctions that follow some premise. Each variable has three states: up, down or steady. These values model the sign of the first derivative of these variables. There are two types of dependencies between them, as follows: Dr. Thin's direct connection between flexibility and flexible work patterns (denoted with plus signs) means Dr. Thin would explain flexible work patterns being up or down using flexibility being up or down respectively. Dr. Thick's inverse connection between flexibility and maintainability (denoted with minus signs) means that Dr. Thick would explain maintainability being up or down using flexibility being down or up respectively. Note that our doctors hold some of the same views, but focus on different aspects of the system. Note also that they disagree on the connection between flexibility and maintainability. Dr. Thin holds the standard view that future change requests are best managed via a flexible system. Dr. Thick takes the opposite view saying that when developers work in very flexible environments, their bizarre alterations confuse the maintenance team.
How can we validate Dr. Thick and Dr. Thin's viewpoints? One method is to test them against a library of known or desired behavior. Dr. Thick or Dr. Thin's ideas are sensible if they can reproduce that behavior. Further, one expert's model is better than others if that model can explain more known behavior than its competitors. However, selecting one of these expert viewpoints in preference to the other may not yield the best solution. It is unlikely that, for example, Dr. Thick is totally correct and Dr. Thin is totally wrong. It would be preferable to combine portions of Dr. Thick and Dr. Thin's viewpoints. Hence, we begin our example by combining the viewpoints to generate figure 2. This combined space will be explored, looking for portions that explain a desired set of behaviors.
Experience suggests that if we combine everyone's ideas, then we should routinely expect our models to include different, incomplete, and inconsistent viewpoints (e.g. disagreements over the relationship between flexibility and maintenance). In classical deductive logic, if we can prove a contradiction in a theory, then that theory becomes useless since anything at all can be inferred from a contradiction. Consider the case when (usability=down, performance=up) are inputs to Dr. Thin's model. We can now infer two contradictory conclusions: flexibility=up and flexibility=down. In classical deductive logic, we would have to declare the model useless. In this case, validating the models against a library of behaviors tells us nothing about the models. The principle advantage of abduction for requirements engineering is that it is tolerant of inconsistency.
Graph-based Abductive Validation
Graph-based abductive validation [17, 19] allows us to perform inference on an inconsistent model, and hence check the relative claims of Dr. Thick and Dr. Thin. Graphbased abductive validation builds explanations (worlds) for each pair inputs, goals in the library of known or desired behaviors. The pairs inputs, goals represent specific behaviors that we would like the model to cover, i.e. starting from the given set of inputs, can the goals be derived in the model? In general, these pairs might represent use cases, observed states of the world, or high level requirements expressed as goals. Worlds are built by finding all possible proofs from goals back to inputs across a directed graph. Each maximally consistent subset of those proofs is a world. Worlds are internally consistent. Contradictory assumptions are stored in separate worlds. Each world is scored via its intersection with the total number of goals we are trying to explain. A model is then assessed by computing the largest score of its worlds. This approach was first proposed by Feldman and Compton [10] , then generalised and optimised by Menzies [17, 19] . Abductive validation has found a large number of previously unseen errors in scientific theories taken from international refereed publications. The errors had not previously been detected and had escaped peer review prior to publication.
To demonstrate how graph-based abductive validation allows us to validate a model that is based on multiple conflicting viewpoints, consider the case where the inputs are performance=up and usability=down, and the goals are task switching=up, future growth=up and sharing of information=down. There are five proofs P across figure 2 that can reach these goals, from those inputs: Note that these proofs contain contradictory assumptions; e.g. flexibility=up in P.2 and flexibility=down in P.5. When we sort these proofs into maximal subsets that contain no contradictory assumptions, we arrive at the worlds shown in figure 3 . Note that world #1 covers all our output goals while world #2 only covers two-thirds of our outputs.
The use of viewpoints in requirements engineering is geared towards gaining stakeholder buy-in and facilitating discussion as much as it is about selecting the best model. Hence, this abductive approach does not offer automatic support for resolving conflicts between different experts. However, it does support the automatic generation of reports describing the relative merits of the ideas of Dr. Thick and Dr. Thin as follows:
We can explain all the behaviors in our dataset by combining portions of the viewpoints of Dr. Thick and Dr. Thin. (see world #1).
We can find inconsistencies in the original viewpoints. For example, Dr. Thin and Dr. Thicks's edges can be found in both worlds. Hence, with respect to the our dataset, (inputs (productivity=up, usability=down) and goals (future growth=up, sharing of information=down, task switching=up)), our doctor's view are inconsistent.
We can assess the overall merits of different worlds. This can be achieved through a variety of scoring functions for generated worlds. For example, we might give world #1 a higher score than world #2 because world #1 covers all the output goals. More sophisticated scoring functions might give higher scores to worlds that contain multiple reasons for believing each each node and that offer explanations for the desired goals.
Note how Colin has guided our doctors to a point of collaboration, despite conflicting viewpoints. Rather than focus on their obvious dispute (the effects of flexibility on maintenance), Colin has shown our doctors how to work together using other portions of their viewpoints.
In summary, abductive reasoning builds worlds from the union of the viewpoints of different stakeholders. Conflicting viewpoints generate multiple worlds and nonconflicting viewpoints generate one world. This framework will be used below to assess the utility of multiple world reasoning for resolving conflicting viewpoints. In particular, we will assess whether generating multiple worlds provides greater expressive power than a single world chosen at random from those generated.
Advantages of this approach
This abductive approach has a number of advantages. Firstly, unlike existing viewpoints frameworks, it is not necessary for users to enter their requirements into explicitly labeled separate viewpoints, which are then assumed to be internally consistent. Recalling the above example, abduction can handle inconsistencies within the viewpoint of a single expert. Further, this approach can check if the explicitly labeled viewpoints really are in conflict: if they don't generate different worlds when they are combined, then they are not in conflict.
Secondly, this approach can find composite consistent models that use portions of each expert's knowledge to solve some task (see world #1, above).
Thirdly, graph-based abductive validation is not the Justification-based Truth Maintenance System (JTMS) style [5] approach used in other conflict recognition and management systems (e.g. [26] more like the Assumption-based Truth Maintenance Systems (ATMS) [4] than a JTMS. An ATMS maintains all consistent belief sets. We believe that an ATMS approach is better suited to conflict management in requirements engineering, since the different belief sets (viewpoints) are available for reflection. Fourthly, one striking feature of other systems that support multiple-worlds (e.g. CAKE [26] ,TELOS [25] ) is their implementation complexity. Rich and Feldman especially comment on the complexity of their heterogenous architecture [26] . We have found that it is easier to build efficient implementations [17, 18] using the above graph-based approach than using purely logical approaches. These tools do not suffer from the restrictions of other tools. For example, while Easterbrook's SYNOPTIC tool only permits comparisons of two viewpoints [6] , our approach can compare N viewpoints.
Lastly, the approach is simple enough that we can perform experiments on the utility of multiple world reasoning under different circumstances. The remainder of this paper describes such an experiment.
Looking for Multiple Viewpoints
In exploring the utility of multiple viewpoints, we have found it useful to distinguish between use of multiple viewpoints during elicitation and their use during modelling and analysis. For the former, viewpoints can be used to represent different stakeholder's contributions, and to provide traceability back to an authority for each piece of information [12] . For the latter, viewpoints can be used to model and analyze conflicting information. In this paper, we are concerned primarily with the modelling and analysis issues, and in particular the need for multiple world reasoning. Viewpoints offer a number of other benefits for requirements modelling, including the use of multiple representation schemes, multiple problem structures, and the ability to partition the modelling process itself. However, if there is no inconsistency, then these benefits are essentially presentation issues: the same benefits could be achieved by taking projections and translations of a single, consistent model. That is not to say that such issues are trivial, but rather that it is the handling of inconsistency that makes viewpoints truly interesting for requirements modelling.
Our experiments are concerned with the use of viewpoints for requirements modelling and analysis. We would expect that if conflict and uncertainty in requirements is commonplace, one would find that multiple viewpoints would surface during modelling and analysis, regardless of whether they were used to structure the elicitation. As we have seen, our abductive framework provides a tool for identifying consistent worlds (i.e. viewpoints) in a model that contains inconsistencies, and indeed, multiple world reasoning is regarded as normal in abduction. Kakas et.al. [14] remark that a distinguishing feature of abduction is the generation of multiple explanations (worlds). Researchers into qualitative models often comment on the indeterminacy of such models (the generation of too many worlds). Clancy and Kuipers suggest that qualitative indeterminacy is the major restriction to the widespread adoption of qualitative reasoners [2] .
Curiously, and contrary to the experience of Clancy, Kuipers, Kakas, et.al, graph-based abductive validation exhibits very little indeterminacy [16] . That is, when we checked for multiple worlds, we could not find them. This was such a surprising observation that we proceeded to conduct the following experiment. The aim of the experiment was to try and force graph-based abductive validation to generate numerous worlds. The experiment took an existing domain model, and mutated it to obtain a large number of alternative models, each of which was different from the original model.
Firstly, as an example domain model, some quantitative equations of a fisheries system were taken from Bossel [1] (pages 135-141) and converted into a QCM-style model, as shown in figure 4 . Note the two variables change in boatNumbers and change in fishPopulation. These change variables explicitly model the time rate of change of variables. The simulation data from the quantitative equations offered state assignments at every year. To handle such temporal simulations, the qualitative model was copied, once for every time tick in the simulation. That is, variables like fishCatch were copied to become fishCatch@1, fishCatch@2, etc. Variables at time i were connected to variables at time i+1 using a temporal linking policy (discussed below).
Once we had a QCM model, we used graph-based abductive validation to try and reproduce data sets generated from the original quantitative equations. In our modelling exercise, this was essentially a validation step: does our model capture all the behaviors described in the original equations?
Then, to explore the multiple viewpoints issue, we built several mutators to generate 100,000s of different experimental treatments. The generated treatments contained (i) a range of different models (ranging from correct to very incorrect); (ii) models with different fanouts, (iii) different amounts of data available from the domain; (iv) different temporal linking policies.
One mutator added edges to the fisheries model. inal (correct) fisheries model; at mutations=17 we are processing a very incorrect fisheries model; at mutations=2.. 16 we are processing progressively worse fisheries models.
A third mutator changed the amount of validation data available to our graph-based abduction. The complete set of Bossel equations provide values for all variables at all time points. The third mutator threw away some of that data to produce data sets with 0,10,..,90 percent of the variables unmeasured (denoted as U percent unmeasured).
A fourth mutator changed how the variables were connected across time. The XNODE temporal linking policy connects all the explictedly-marked temporal variables from time i to time i+1; e.g. change in boatNumbers=up@1 to change in boatNumbers=up@2. Note that there are only two explicit temporal variables in fisheries. It was thought that, since the number of connections were so few, this could artificially restrict world generation. Hence, another time linking policy was defined which made many crosstime links. The IEDGE temporal linking policy took all edges from A to B in the fisheries model and connected A@i to B@i+1. XNODE and IEDGE are compared in the following example. Consider a model with two variables, A and B, with a direct connection from A to B, and an inverse connection from B to A. Figure 5 shows how the XNODE and IEDGE linking policies expand this model over three time steps.
The above mutators were combined as follows. The Bossel equations were used to generate 105 pairs of inputs and outputs. For statistical validity, the following procedure was repeated 20 times for each of IEDGE and XNODE: 0 to 17 edges were corrupted, once for each value of U (0,10,..,90). This led to 7200 models (20*2*10*18) The results are shown in figure 6 .
Note the low number of worlds generated. Our reading of the literature (e.g. [2, 14] ) led us the expect far more worlds than those observed here (maximum=5) Also, note the hump shape in all the results graphs. As we decrease the amount of data available, there is less information available to constrain indeterminacy. Hence, initially, less data means more worlds. However, after some point (around 50 percent unmeasured), another effect dominates and the number of worlds decreases. We conjecture that relevant envisionments are the cause of the low number of worlds. World-generation is a function of the number of conflicting assumptions made by the reasoner. As the percentage of unmeasured variables increases, the size of the input and output sets decreases. In total envisionments, this has no effect on the number of assumptions made since total envisionments offers assumptions for all variables. However, attainable envisionments make fewer assumptions while relevant envisionments make even less. Hence, for low-assumption envisionment policies (e.g. relevant envisionments), worldgeneration is reduced when the amount of data from the domain is reduced.
In summary, only certain interpretations of time (e.g. IEDGE) generate the multiple viewpoints that we expected.
In other words, the generation of multiple worlds is extremely sensitive to the choice of modelling constructs, and some constructs will not generate multiple worlds. Our initial reaction was that if XNODE does not generate multiple worlds, then it is less expressive as a modelling language, and would be poorer at capturing all the behaviors in the original data. However, our next experiment contradicted this interpretation.
For the next experiment, we explored whether models that generated multiple worlds were more expressive. We modified the graph-based abductive validation procedure, so that instead of returning the world(s) that explained the most number of outputs, we returned any single world, chosen at random. The results of that one-world abduction run were compared to the results gained from full multipleworld abduction. For this experiment, we used the same test rig as was used in the edge corruption experiment described above; i.e. another 756,000 runs. A sample of those results are shown in figure 7 .
In these graphs, the percentage of behaviors found in the worlds is shown on the y-axis (labelled percent explicable). For multiple-world abduction, the maximum percentage is shown; i.e. this is the most explanations that the model can support. For one-world abduction, the percent of the one-world (chosen at random) is shown. Note that, at most, many-world reasoning was ten percent better than one-world reasoning (in the IEDGE graph for U=40 and 10 edges corrupted). The average improvement of many-world reasoning over one-world reasoning was 5.6 percent. That is, in millions of runs over thousands of models, there was very little difference seen in the worlds generated using oneworld and multiple-world abduction.
Discussion
There are a number of conclusions we can draw from the experiments we have described. Multiple worlds reasoning is only useful if (i) the worlds are truly different and (ii) there is some value in incorporating multiple worlds in a requirements model. We have explored these two issues using our abductive framework. Abduction can check if some explicitly named viewpoints are truly different: if they don't generate different worlds when they are combined, then they are not truly different. Also, by comparing one-world abductive validation to multiple-world abductive validation, we can assess the merit of maintaining multiple viewpoints. Experimentally, we have shown here that for a range of problems (different models ranging from correct to very incorrect, different fanouts, different amounts of data available from the domain, different temporal linking policies) multiple world reasoning can only generate marginally better results than one-world reasoning (ten percent or less). Hence, in the domain explored by these experiments, there is little or no value in multiple world reasoning.
Before exploring the impact of this finding on requirements engineering, we need to consider the limitations of our experiment. The questions we need to address are whether the model we chose is representative of typical requirements models, whether the results scale, and whether there are important aspects to our model that we have ignored.
At first sight, our qualitative modelling language, QCM, may not seem appropriate in requirements engineering. However, our abductive approach merely performs abductive reasoning over a graph. Hence, we would expect the results to hold for any model that can be represented as a graph of similar shape to those generated in our experiments.
Secondly, our analysis is based on mutations of a single small model, fisheries. Perhaps an analysis of larger, more intricate models, would offer different conclusions? While we acknowledge this possibility, we note fisheries was just the initial model that seeded our mutators. Thousands of variants on fisheries were constructed, many of which were more complicated than fisheries (recall the first mutator added edges into the model). As to larger theories, we showed above that multiple viewpoint reasoning is NPhard; i.e. this type of reasoning is will not be possible for very large models. Our approach shares this size restriction with all other techniques for reasoning over inconsistent models. In other words, for the range of models over which multiple world reasoning is feasible, it might not be useful.
Thirdly, our experiment assumed that it is possible and appropriate to assess the worth of a viewpoint along the lines of what percent of known or desired behavior is found in that viewpoint? This seems perfectly reasonable for requirements modelling, both for modelling an existing system and for modelling the desired behaviors of a new system. A problem here is that in requirements modelling, large datasets describing the desired behaviors may not be available a priori. In this case, the aim of requirements modelling is to generate the data from a model, and have the stakeholders validate the generated data. In this case our results still apply: we would not expect a multiple viewpoints model to generate many more behaviors than a single viewpoint model. A related problem is that our approach ignores other measures of worth of a viewpoint. For example, an alternative measure of worth might be the degree to which including the viewpoint secures buy-in from a stakeholder. Our experiment does not consider such alternatives. We plan to conduct a number of further experiments, to determine whether the result holds for different evaluation functions, to cover the five different cases described in the introduction.
Fourthly, our scoring system for the worth of each viewpoint assumes there is a uniform distribution of goal utilities. That is, it measures worth by the number of behaviors explained, and ignores the fact that some behaviors may be more important than others. This is an incorrect assumption in most requirements processes. The differences in utilities of stakeholders' goals may be crucial when differences between their viewpoints are considered. We plan to conduct further experiments to test whether our results hold if the utilities on goals are varied. So, within these limitations, our experiments appear to show that during requirements modelling, multiple viewpoint reasoning does not offer much advantage over single viewpoint reasoning. This does not mean that viewpointsbased requirements engineering should be abandoned. The experiments do not question the utility of viewpoints during elicitation. There are obvious benefits for capturing, separating and tracing the inputs of different stakeholders. This benefit almost certainly varies by domain, and there may be domains for which stakeholders have very little impact on software requirements 4 . Nevertheless, we expect that for most types of system, viewpoints offer a practical way of facilitating elicitation from multiple stakeholders.
In addition, there may well be domains where truly different viewpoints (of significantly different value) can be generated during requirements modelling. Also, note that in the second experiment, multiple world reasoning did improve the coverage of the desired behaviors by a few percent. In some domains, these few extra percent may be of vital importance to the application. For example, in a medi-cal application, the few additional behaviors covered in the model might include those saving thousands of lives.
In other domains, the utility of multiple viewpoint reasoning will depend on the type of model built. Multipleworld reasoners are hard to build and understand. Our experiments indicate that there are some domains, or some parts of the requirements process where single world reasoning is sufficient.
Further experimentation is needed to confirm our findings, and to explore the limitations we have described above. For those domains in which the results hold we may wish to modify how viewpoints are applied. For example, if viewpoints are used for elicitation, our experiments would indicate that it is possible to combine the viewpoints into a single (consistent) requirements model earlier than we previously thought. We would expect that such a model may become inconsistent as it evolves. However, where inconsistencies do arise, we would not expect them to result in significantly different worlds, or if they do, those worlds might not cover many additional behaviors.
